
The Truth is, history is revisited by defining moments in time.



When We Accept Good or Bad Ideas…

Today... who are these precarious and powerful… 

few who would choose to do evil’s bidding?



“Compensation for Their Services”
The United States Constitution Article I, Section 6, Clause 1

If we are to learn anything of value from these two traitors, we could look at 
their motives and causes or perhaps the “compensation for their services.”

Benedict Arnold

Traitor to Our Country

for

Power... Position... and Privilege

Judas Iscariot

Traitor to The Lord, God

for

Want of... Wealth... and Willfulness



When We Accept Good or Bad Ideas…

Our Constitution demands…

Senators and Representatives shall receive

“a compensation” for their services “and paid out of the

Treasury of The United States.” Article I, Section 6, Clause 1



When We Accept Good or Bad Ideas…
The endless compensations for their services not paid from the Treasury of the United States



When We Accept Good or Bad Ideas…

What if …

ten underlined words

would stop the graft…

greed or our compromises…

with human liberties?

“and paid out of the Treasury of The 

United States.”

“Senators and Representatives shall

receive a compensation for their services”

Article I, Section 6, Clause 1 of 

The United States Constitution



When We Accept Good or Bad Ideas…

We have witnessed, to no avail…

how thousands of words written in campaign finance laws, 

replaced the evil actions in grandfather loopholes…

or House ethics reforms, can not stop our weakest human desires.



When We Accept Good or Bad Ideas…

At present…

the dark clouds of uncertainty

created by these paid junkets, receptions

and fund raisers can not stop evil’s bidding

for the price of one’s soul and the eternal cost to a Nation.



When We Accept Good or Bad Ideas…

The PACs and perks…

paid to one’s office have 

been brought into… 

disrepute by dubious 

compensations under the 

false color of one’s values.



When We Accept Good or Bad Ideas…
This acquisition of acceptance is justified in the

controlling words of “access for good government” 

or “we would enjoy the opportunity to share our views.”



If governmental service looks like a losing battle, then desert for…



When We Accept Good or Bad Ideas
power,

position and 

privilege as a

CEO, CFO or 

as a new Board Member in

a large company.



These members of…

a mutual aid society,

treasure special tax credits,

exemptions and 

deductions at the 

expense of the America people.



This kind of

graft, greed or corruption

is created by vile relationships…

and unexplained governmental spending

as the unfaithful frailty within Mankind’s ambitions…

is paid by us all.



When We Accept Good or Bad Ideas

These and many other 

items are paid out of the 

Treasury of The United 

States, unlike those who 

receive unreasonable 

compensation would tell 

you, the law can not be 

purchased and Truth can 

not be sold at any price.



When We Accept Good or Bad Ideas

The difference is…

found in us when we… 

understand our gifts vs....

the graft, the good vs....

the greedy, the law vs. a lie...

and not doubt in a word that

establishes the faith in Our Constitution.



How Do You See Your World…

The Lord, God…

provided an enduring gift…

which he left for all of us…

What The Lord did…

was open our eyes…

and let the future in.



The Hand of The Lord, Thy God

The Laws of Principle and Practice

In Truth, the thoughts, words and actions

of two thousand years ago can live in us today as…



“The Answers to Mankind's…

future problems can be found within…

so long as there are those among us…

willing to make the sacrifice.”



WHERE IS THE HAND OF GOD…

FATHER, INTO THY HANDS I COMMEND MY SPIRIT (LUKE 23:46) 



Where is The Hand of God…

In Truth, the thoughts, words and actions

of two thousand years ago can live in us today as…

“The answers to Mankind’s future  problems can be found within… 

so long as there are those among us willing to make the sacrifice.”



Where is The Hand of God…

Somewhere or everywhere…

being close at hand to someone or 

someplace or especially everyplace… 

at any time or just one special moment in time.



Where is The Hand of God… who is truly 

capable of 

holding and

helping this

world with

both hands while 

creating all… 

persons…

places… 

and things.



Where is The Hand of God…

It is said… “Hindsight… It’s like foresight without a future,” 

when we fail to learn the lessons and messages of our past, or 

forsake the meaning of our Faith in the future, because...

our fears in the moments of the present day…

are greater than our Faith on Judgment Day. 

For, In God We Trust… the key to the dawn of an Everlasting Age. 



Our Decision…

God allows for each of us… 

to be able to Perfect our Soul,

Protect the Human Spirit,

and to please God with…

prayer…

practice…

and purpose.



We thank you…

For taking the time to share a thought…

and a Revelation in the making.

Be the miracle…

by sending this thought to a friend.
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